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UFC 291/Streams 𝚁edit! Check all options to listen or watch Poirier. 𝚅s Gaethje 𝙻i𝚟e stream for 

𝙵r𝚎e on 𝚁eddit, Crackstreams & ESPN Plus. One of the biggest 

 

 

Learn how to make sock-it-to-me cake from scratch with this recipe. Tastes like a buttery, tender 

pound cake with a cinnamon walnut filling. By Jennifer J. in Seattle, WA Jennifer J. World's 

BEST Sock-It-To-Me Cake This is a delicious, hearty meal that is easy to prepare. If you're 

looking for a dinner recipe that both kids and adults will enjoy, look no further. By Cathy L. in 

Cape Coral, FLCathy L. Uncle Matty's Hot Dogs With Onions One bite and you'll understand 

why Texas Hot Dogs are famous. The hearty sauce is sweet and tangy with bold flavor. See how 

to make this recipe. By SK H. in Salt Life, FLSK H. 

Texas Hot Dogs With My Chili Sauce Make these big, delicious homemade yeast rolls with a 

super easy to follow recipe. Be sure to serve them with butter or a bit of jam! By Christine B. in 

Ponca City, OK Christine B. Easy Big Fat Yeast Rolls Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC 

291) is inch closer to its upcoming Poirier. 𝚅s Gaethje ESPN+ pay-per-view (PPV) mixed 

martial arts (UFC 291) event, locked and loaded for this Sat. night (July 29, 2023) inside Delta 

Center in Salt Lake City, Utah, also featuring the co-main event showdown between former 

champions Jan Blachowicz and Alex Pereira. UFC 291 makes its highly anticipated return to Salt 

Lake City, Utah on Saturday, July 29 with a Fight of the Year candidate that will see No. 2 
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ranked lightweight contender Dustin Poirier run it back with No. 3 Justin Gaethje for the vacant 

BMF title. 

The co-main event will see former UFC 291 light heavyweight champion and current No. 3 

ranked contender Jan Blachowicz look to spoil the 205-pound debut of former middleweight 

titleholder Alex Pereira. Are you ready for UFC 291 Fight 291? This Saturday, one of the best 

fights in UFC 291 history is getting a rematch. Lightweights Dustin Poirier and Justin Gaethje 

return to the ring to face one another in Poirier 𝚅s. Gaethje 2. The PPV fight will also feature a 

co-main event fight: Jan Blachowicz 𝚅s. Alex Pereira, and more UFC 291 action worth tuning in 

for. 

If you're looking for ways to watch Poirier. 𝚅s Gaethje, know this: The Poirier 𝚅s. Gaethje fight 

will be available only as a pay-per-view fight through ESPN+, with prelims airing on ABC, 

ESPN and streaming 𝙵r𝚎e on ESPN+ for subscribers. Poirier turned pro in 2009 and joined UFC 

291 in 2011. "The Diamond" is 21-6 with the promotion and is a former interim UFC 291 

lightweight champion. Going 0-2 in UFC 291 lightweight title fights, Poirier is 4-1 in his last 

five bouts. After beating Conor McGregor twice in 2021, he lost in a title fight against Charles 

O𝙻i𝚟eira. He quickly rebounded in his previous bout, beating Michael Chandler in November 

via submission. Poirier. 𝚅s Gaethje: POIRIER 𝚅s. GAETHJE 2 will take place at Delta Center 

with the main card at 10 pm ET/7 pm PT exclusively on ESPN+ PPV. The prelims will be 

available on ABC, ESPN, ESPN Deportes and ESPN+ (English and Spanish), at 8 pm ET/5 pm 

PT. The night's action will start at 6:30 pm ET/3:30 pm PT with Early Prelims on ESPN+ 

(English and Spanish) and UFC 291 Fight Pass. Light heavyweight title contenders Jan 

Blachowicz and Alex Pereira fight in the co-main event of Poirier. 𝚅s Gaethje this weekend. 

Pereira is stepping up to light heavyweight for the first time. The Brazilian is currently the 

second seed in the middleweight division, while Blachowicz is third seed in the light 

heavyweight rankings. Former UFC 291 light heavyweight champion Blachowicz joined the 

promotion in January 2014 and has 39 professional fights under his belt, whereas Pereira joined 

UFC 291 in September 2021 and has fought in just nine professional UFC 291 fights. Both are 

potential light heavyweight champions, and with Jamahal Hill vacating the belt after rupturing 

his Achilles victory at Poirier. 𝚅s Gaethje would put either fighter in pole position for a shot at 

the title. Before that, the co-main of the evening will be the setting where former UFC 291 

middleweight champion, Alex Pereira, moves up to light heavyweight to challenge a former 205-

pound champion, Jan Błachowicz. 

This has the potential to produce some major fireworks, but could also just as easily remain a 

slow burn. It really all depends on who can dictate where this fight takes place. Sure, Jan put up a 

stinker in his last outing with Magomed Ankalaev, but that's far from the norm. Seven of his last 

ten matches from him ended inside the distance, so typically his bouts from him are thoroughly 

entertaining. Alex is kill or be killed, so we know exactly what the former GLORY kickUFC 291 

champ is coming to do. However, let's not forget what happened when Israel Adesanya tried to 

move up a weight class to test the 'Polish Power.' He got out-wrestled, and the same could very 

well happen to Pereira. Let's just hope they stand and bang, though! Also on the Poirier. 𝚅s 

Gaethje docket, there will be a Tony Ferguson sighting. Like it or not that he's still competing, 

Ferguson will be facing fellow veteran Bobby Green. Earlier in the night, we're getting a nifty 

clash of styles when Michael Chiesa tussles with Kevin Holland. This one's cool because it will 



likely end in either a submission for Chiesa, or a knockout for Holland. As for the main card 

opener, this doozie promises to dazzle us as spinning striker Stephen Thompson scraps with the 

somersaulting Michel Pereira. Don't want to miss out on the action? Here's how to watch this 

 


